and interdependencies among printers, publishers, and booksellers and their consumers is accomplished.
Several of the papers take an industrylevel view. Canadian scholar Stephen W. Brown (coeditor of volume two of the Edinburgh History of the Book in Scotland) contributes a detailed case study of how the Edinburgh papers variously reported and exploited an incest/murder trial in 1765. Through a careful and dogged study of the relationships and politics of the printers and publishers, Brown delivers a nicely nuanced portrait of the press of Edinburgh in the mid-eighteenth century. Michael Powell (librarian) The Glory of Writing is truly quite glorious. It comprises two sumptuous tomes nestled together in an ingeniously designed case so that it can rest securely on a bookshelf. However, that shelf needs to be sturdy, since the set is quite heavy. A carrying handle would have been an even nicer feature. One volume contains Barker's exhaustive monograph on Alunno; the other is a beautifully produced facsimile of the two-hundred gorgeous calligraphic cartoni. Designed by Patrick Reagh, the set provides a luxurious context for a visual feast. To enter into the cartoni is to enter a world unfamiliar to most: the world of a renaissance writing master. In the best of them-and Alunno is surely among them-one finds a singular coming together of discipline and whimsy, repetition and invention, the practical and the fantastical. It is a world of great subtlety and nuance, precision and exactitude, even as it makes sport with grotesques, cartoons, and other ad hoc embellishments. These writing teachers were master calligraphers who, according to Barker, invented calligraphy in the wake of the printing press. They were, quite literally, the first professional writers, poised to exploit the new niches created for writing by the advent of moveable type.
Barker's meticulous monograph will tell most readers more than they may want or need to know about Alunno. Since little is known about the life of this Ferraran priest and teacher, much of Barker's patient narrative is written in the subjunctive. Barker is at his best when he leaves the dusty arcane of the historical record and guides us skillfully through Alunno's delicious cartoni. There we can follow Alunno's love of letter forms and his mastery of them, his interest in exotic alphabets, and above all his extraordinary commitments to the teaching of mathematics. While it is not unusual to find numbers in writing manuals, calligraphic "teaching units" relating to mathematics are quite rare. In Alunno's cartoni we encounter exquisitely rendered sets of frames within frames, uniting numbers, words, illustrations, and vignettes that function both as lesson plans and as advertisements for the skill and learning of the teacher. They cover everything from real estate and the cloth trade to money changing and basic commercial arithmetic.
This splendid pair of lavishly produced volumes reminds us forcefully of how much a part of the "history of the book" are the traditions of writing in the West, post-Gutenberg. And if the calligraphy of the early modern and modern masters has never generated the respect and veneration it did in other cultures, the sheer beauty of its monuments-like these cartoni-is undeniable. However, now that Alunno the calligrapher is finally in print, let us hope that Princeton will soon migrate him to the Web, lest he be lost again!-Michael Ryan, Columbia University.
